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CHAPTER I
SUMMARY OF RELATED RESEARCH
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to evaluate exercises for
a systematic review on pre-primer and primer vocabulary using
the tachistoscope..
Each word was Included In sentences with graduated
levels of context clues*. Three clues were built for each word..
The exercises were built on the pre-primer and primer vocabu-
lary of the Reading Foundation Series..
Summary of related research
In early studies, the Investigators were interested in
whether or not words were perceived letter by letter, as wholes,
or as groups of words..
Valentius, the earliest investigator found that every
letter was separately perceived..
Cattell, another early experimenter in this field con-
27
eluded that "we read in word-wholes and even, sometimes in
phrase or sentence wholes, and not by letters.” He found that
when single words were exposed for a moment they were recognizei
as quickly as single letters.
1 Tinker,. M. A.., '’Visual Apprehension and Perceotion in Reading,”
Psychological Bulletin, 26:223-240, April 1929
2 Cattell, J. McKeen, “The Inertia of the Eye and Brain,”
Brain, 13:311-312
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Huey found in his experiments, that the beginning
half of a word is of more importance for perception than the
latter half, and that the upper part of a word or letter is
more important than the lower part. He believes that the
upper half of the letter is more important because the words
or letter are better differentiated above than below..
2/
Dearborn found that "words are usually perceived as
wholes,. Words associated in a single unchanging group become
one compleat whole for which certain elements act as cues..*1
Unfamiliar words must be perceived separately unless helped
out by immediate context..
3/
Payne established tentative norms on short exposures
in reading. Success or failure on words all depends on the
experience the child has had with it.. She concludes that "the
child’s familiarity with a word or some elements of it deter-
mine his ability to read it.”
1 Huey, Edmund B.
,
The Psycho
I
ofly and Pedagogy of Heading,
New York: Macmillan Company, 190$, pp. 91-99.
2.
Dearborn, Walter F.., ttThe Psychology of Reading," Columbia
University Contributions to Philosophy and
and Psychology
.
Volume XIV No.. 1 March 1906.
3. Payne, Cassie Spenser, "The Derivation of Tentative Norms
for Short Exposures in Reading," Harvard
TTonorraohs in Education No . 10 . Harvard
University Press, Cambridge 1930
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Dolch recommends distribution of repetition as a
great aid to the learning of new words.. We learn new words by
encountering them in different texts.. "Therefore word meanings
and not word forms must be dealt with.."
2/ „Durrell tells ua that recognition and pronunciation
are difficult to teach without a child's having a clear under-
standing of the meaning of the word."
"Word meaning is one of the most important factors
3/
contributing to word reoogntlon" according to Betts. The
child must form many associations with words and groups of
words which will be the key to fluent and easy reading..
V
Gates recommends that the number of new words intro-
duced in reading materials should be greatly reduced and the
number of repetitions should be greatly increased.. Sach new
word should first appear "in a meaningful setting sufficiently
rich in clues to insure the pupil’s success in a very high
proportion of his efforts to make it out."
1. Dolch, Edward william, Reading and Word Meanings . Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1927 pp. 40-41; p.105
2.. Durrell, Donald D.
,
Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book
Company, 1940 p.163.
3.
- Betts, Hinmett Albert, The Prevention and Correction of
Reading Difficulties . New York: Rowe
Peterson and Company, 1936 p.. 207.
4
.
Gates, .Arthur I., Interest and Ability in Reading. New York:
Macmillan Company, 1930 pp. 3-41; p. 196
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Gunderson found that readers for Grades one, two, and
three do provide for the development of meaning vocabularies.
She worked with verbs,
2/
Smith developed and evaluated a series of quick per-
ception exercises designed to provide a systematic review for
basic vocabulary. Her conclusions were that in visual perceptio
word recognition, oral reading rate and errors in oral reading
the experimental groups made significant gain over the control
group* She used the words c mimon to the Durrell Primary
Remedial Reading Vocabulary and the Gates Huber vocabulary for
the first grade.
3/
Maiorano, in her study, attempted to measure the
effect of a systematic review on the Scott Foresman primer
vocabulary. Her conclusions were that in the size of vocabulary
the time required for oral word recognition and silent word
recogntlon, the experimental group was superior in general at
the end of the exoeriment,.
n.
1. Gunderson, Agnes A., "Provision in Readers for Develooing
Meaning Vocabularies in Grades 1,2,3."
Elementary 3chool Journal, 43*41-46
September 1942.
2,. Smith, Geraldine F,., "Development and Evaluation of a
Quick P rceotlom Method in Beginning Reading."
Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston
University, 1941.
3*. Maiorano, Doris I.., "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception
Method for Systematic Review on Primer Vocabu-
lary." Unpublished Master * s thesis, Boston
University, 1945.
4
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This study was conducted as a systematic review of
pre-primer and orlmer vocabulary with a series of three context
clues for each word,. The purpose of the clues was to keep
meaning high, and to give the child association with the words
other than those already encountered in the printed text.
The conclusions of the studies reviewed above show that
visual perceotlon is more rapid when association or familiarity
or both play a part,.
5
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CHAPTER II
MATERIALS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT
Purpose of the experiment
The purpose of this study was to evaluate exercises for
a systematic review on pre-primer and primer vocabulary using
the tachisto scope..
Problems
The problems encountered in setting up this study were
as follows:
1) to select the vocabulary to conduct this review..
2) to build up three context clues to be given by the
teacher..
3 ) to build a preliminary oral reading inventory test
and a final oral reading test..
4) to give this systematic review to one of two groups
of children, known as the experimental group, to
see if this method was superior to normal or more
common methods..
Vocabulary
The exercises were built on a vocabulary of 174 words
from the pre-primers, "Rides and Slides'* and "Here and There,"
and the primerr "Day In and Day Out," of the Reading Foundation
Series*.
The vocabularies of the two pre-primers and the primer
were checked with Durrell * s Primary Remedial Reading Vocabu-
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lary.. If the word was in the vocabulary of the Rowe Peterson
Reading Foundation Series and not in Durrell*s list, it was not
included.. The vocabulary was reviewed in the exact order as it
was presented in the above mentioned series*.
The vocabulary in the exact order as it was present-
ed follows:
here like Jump little brown have
I to on airplane puppy saw
SO and what morning something can
one said good with she name
two a had father my is
three ride train ran play see
up come in me this walk
down want big he you at
look mother boat did may kitten
home cap toys but will stop
the do ball find of that
store green then box happy could
want house fly dog rain all
got it new was for say
.
red man coat hole into surprise
blue not laugh get am away
window please out city call
yes so came who now
,'
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they start nest how again door
her are day his next him
animal duck hop night must many
goat talk garden Pig word hello
barnyard wish stay open funny round
eat bird white hen gave afraid
ate Just gate by same give
doll rabbit very cow hug fed
old live run we Mr.. no
there monkey
behind sun
some gay
street dance
pet heard
best
every
help
put
8
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The purpose of the clues was to keep meaning high,
’'and to give the children association with the words other
than those already encountered in the printed text*.”
"Word meaning is one of the most important factors contribut-
2/
ing to word recognition," according to Betts#.
In this review, each word was included in sentences
with graduated levels of context#. Three clues were built for
each word#.
The first clues was obvious#. The clue was so high that
the word desired could be given from auditory perception alone,
for example, "In summer the color of the grass is pxeen- 11
Meaning is kept high so that the children can understand.it,
see it, and say it with success at their first meeting with
the word#.
In the second clue, the level of perception is raised
and context gives only a partial due. Meaning makes the
choice narrow and familiarity with the formation of the word
makes for the correct response; for example, "The cars go when
the traffic light is green."
1. Chambers, W*. Grant, "How Words Get Meaning," Pedagogical
Seminary 11:30-50 March 19^0
2. Betts, Binmett Albert,. Prevention and Correction of
Reading Difficulties ; New York, Rowe
Peterson and Company, 1936 pp#. 207#
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In the third clue, the word had context, hut no clue..
The word really had to he known to he read correctly; for
example, "Some trees stay Kreen all the year.."
The words from each day's lesson were included into
phrases.. The level of perception is high and here the words
must he known; for example, "Ted likes to help the man on the
merry-go-round.. Ted calls. 1 Jump on . ' "
A sample of one day's lesson will he found at the end
of this chapter..
Tests
Two stories of about eighty- five words each were
constructed to he used as individual oral reading inventory
tests.. One was used as a preliminary test, and one as a final
test*. Two 3tories were constructed to eliminate the problem
of familiarity in using the same 3tory twice*.
The child's copy was in booklet form from which he
read. The teacher had a duplicate copy of the story on which
she underscored any errors made by the child.
Description of the Tachlatoacope and Word List Cards
The tachisto scope was constructed from aak tag..
Nine words were lettered on each word list card, with
the exception of lesson seven which contained seven words and
lesson twenty which contained five words.. The phrases of the
day's lesson were lettered on the hack of the same card con-
taining the word list for the day.. Twenty cards were made and
lettered with black India ink..
10
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FOURTH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
1*. Once uoon a time there was a pretty little girl.. Her
grandmother made her a pretty little red cap and hood,
She was called Little Red Riding Hood..
2..
It is shiny,, and has wings.. It carries people.. It can
fly.. It is an airplane ..
3*- go to bed at night and get up in the morning ..
I
II.. Partial clue
1«. Father is big, but I am little ..
2.. It goes up, up, up.. It is an airplane ..
3*- The sun rises in the morning..
III.. Obvious clue
4.. "Hlstress ilary, quite contrary,
How does your garden grow?
With silver bells and cockle shells
And pretty maids all in a row..'*
5*. This is the mother, and this is the father ..
6.. "Hickory, dickory dock
The mouse ran up the clock.
"
IV.. Partial clue
4.. Ted lives with father and mother*.
5.. Judy went with mother.. Ted went with father ..
6.. Dick was late so he ran the rest of the way to school,
11
**
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V*. Partial clue
1*. Father is big, but I am little .
2.. It goes uo, up, up.. It is an airPlane ..
3.. The sun rises in the morning.
VI. Obvious clue
7 • ”He snapped at a mosquito
He snapped at a flea
He snapped at a minnow
And he snapped at me.”
8.. "Bobby Shafto ' s gone to sea,
With silver buckles on his knee;
When he comes back he'll marry me."
9. What did John do?1 This is what John did.
VII.. Partial clue
4. Ted lives with father and mother.
5. Judy went with mother.. Ted went with father .
6.. Dick was late so he ran the rest of the way to school.
VIII. No clue
1. Betty has a little doll.,
2.. I should like to fly in an airplane ..
3. Good morning , children.
Partial clue
7. Father walked with Jim.. Mother walked with me.
3.. Jim caught Ted, Bobbie, and Judy, but he couldn’t
catch mer
9*. Where did you go?
12

IX.. Partial cluo
7. Father walked with Jim. Mother walked with me ..
3.. Jim caucht Ted, Bobbie, and Judy, but he couldn’t
catch me..
9*- Where did you go?
No clue
4.. Mother went to the store with Mary..
5. This is father ..
6. The dog ran after the cat..
X. No clue
7. Come with me .
3.. Father went to the store*. Hfe got some ice cream.
9. Did you see Santa Claus?
Phrases
:
Ted went for a walk with fatter ..
Bounce likes to play with Ted. He ran and ran.
Mother went to the store with me.
Jim has a little airplane.
One morning I went for a ride.
Ke did not see the circus parade.
13
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TACHI3T0SC0PE
The taohistoacope was constructed from oak tag,
14
.*
Word List Phrases
here
r
60
one
two
three
up
down
look
go up
go down
one, two, three
Here I go
Nine words were lettered on each word list card..
The phrases of the day's lesson were lettered on the back
of the s une card containing the word list for the day..
Twenty cax^da w?re made and lettered with black InAla Ink*
15
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INITIAL ORAL READING INVENTORY TEST
In the City-
One morning T'other said,
"l am going away.
Billy, please find Kitty.
I want you and Kitty to go, too.’*
"Oh, good," said Billy* "I will find Kitty*
And away he went.
"Kitty* KittyJ" called Billy. But she did not cone.
Then Billy saw Ter~y.
"Did you see Kitty?" he said.
"Yes, yes," said Terry. "She went with Judy. She is playing
at Judy's house."
Billy ran and ran. Then he came to Judin's house.
He saw Kitty playing with a doll* It had a red coat and a
red cap. It was a pretty n»w doll*
"Cone, Kitty," said Billy.. "T'other is going away*"
"We are going with her*"
"Good," said Kitty.
"Are we going to see Father?"
"Come and see," said Billy* Then Kitty got her cap and coat*
They ran and ran*
So Kitty and Billy and Mother went to the train* Kitty and
Billy were so happy* They Jtoped up and down*
"Get on, Billy, " said Mother.
"Get on, Kitty* This train is going to the city*"
Now the big train was going. Kitty and Billy looked out
of the window. "See all the houses," they said.
A man was behind Billy. He had a big box. SoraethtAg in the
box saod, "Bow-wow." It was a little puppy.
Then the train stopoed* "Look, look*" said Mother.. "This is
the city*
"Oh, oh," said Kitty. "I see someone.. It is Father*"
15
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Kitty ran to him, "Hello, Father," she said. Then she
gave him a big hug..
"How happy I am to see you.'* said Father..
"Did you have a good ride?*
"Yes, yes," they said.
Kitty walked down the street with Mother..
Billy walked down the street with Father*
They saw many houses,, red houses, white houses, brown hous
They saw big boats. They saw big airolanes. The airplanes
could fly*.
es
Kitty and Billy likes the city.
"I wish we could stay here, " said Billy*
"I wish we could live here, too," said Kitty*
Mother abd Father laughed*
"Some day we will come here to live.
Now we must go home.."
17
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FINAL ORAL ROARING TOST
A Surprise
”1 like to walk,” said Alice*.
”1 can walk and walk.
Here I go*.”
Alice saw a ball*. It was a little, old, red ball*.
"What a funny ball,
' 1
said Alice*.
Then Alice saw Jerry. Jerry ran to .Alice*.
'’Come with me, Alice*** he 3aid.
”1 have something for you to see*.
One is little and brown.
One is little and black*.”
"What is it?” said Alice*
’’Come and see, 11 said Jerry*.
Alice went with Jerry. They came to a pretty green and
white house. Mother was at the door. Alice and Jerry
went In.
’’Now, look and see, ” said J erry*.
What did Alice see?
There was a big blue box behind the door.
”0h, oh, H she said*.
”1 see one little brown puppy*.
I see one little black puppy*.
My, oh my!”
”1 like to play with this little black puppy, ” said Alice*.
’’You may have him,” said Jerry*.
“Oh, how happy I am,” said Alice*.
”You have a brown pupoy and I have a black puppy*
I will name ray puppy, Blackie..”
Alice went home.
”Mother| Father J. ” said Alice.
“I have a surprise*. His name is Blackie.”
’’That is a good name for a black puppy,” said Father.
“Yes, yes,” said TIother.
’’Blackie is a good name*. Have you fed Blackie?”
”No, no,” said Alice.
"Now I must give Blackie something to eat,” she said.
Blackie ate and ate*
IS
%
Then Alice got the funny ball. Blackie played with it..
The ball went up and dorm.
Blackie went up and down.,
Black i e ran round and round.
Bow haopy he was!
.f
*
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CHAPTER III
THE PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT
Although the contribution of this work is in the
preparation of material, it seemed desirable to have an
experiment..
Selection of the peoole
This experiment was based on the pre-primer and primer
vocabulary of the Rowe Peterson Reading Foundation Series in
use in Haverhill, Massachusetts.. The control group was in two
first grades in two different schools in the city.. The
experimental group was in the first grades of one school. The
children in the experimental and control groups were in the
second and third groups of the class..
The preliminary individual oral reading test was
given to eighty- five children.. From this group, twenty
children were selected to be in the control group, and twenty
to be in the experimental group.. The scores for each groups
were matched as evenly as possible.. The children were equated
only for scores on the individual test..
Procedure
The experiment was outlined and explained to the five
teachers who were going to carry it on.. Each teacher
administered the oral inventory test to each child individually.
The children read the story in booklet form.. The teacher had a
duplicate cooy upon which she underscored the errors. If a
20
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child did not know a word, or miscalled a word, it was
checked off as an error.. If the child hesitated or delayed
in saying a word, the teacher supplied it..
The children in the experimental group were told that
they were going to play a game with words. They were told to
listen and watch closely to see if they could tell what the
word was.The teacher said, "In summer the color of the
grass is 5 " she opened the shutter of the tachistoscope
and flashed the word green quickly, then she closed the
shutter.. In each case, while the shutter was still closed the
direction 'listen and watch closely' was given. The clue was
then read by the teacher, the shutter opened, and the word
flashed quickly..
The control group had the same vocabulary. The
teachers of this group conducted a systematic review of the
vocabulary in the manner that they ordinarily taught.
The experiment started on May 7* 1945. The week of
May 7* 1945 was used for administering the preliminary oral
reading inventory test. The actual vocabulary review started
on May 14, 1945 and the series of twenty lessons was taught
one lesson each day until June 11, 1945.- The remainder of
the week of June 11 was used for the final Individual oral
reading test.
The time used in both groups was about ten minutes
a day, between nine and ten o'clock in the morning..
21
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FIRST DAY
I*. Obvious clue
1. "Jack, where are you?" said Mother*.
rtHere I am #
M
said Jack*
2*. Jane has a cat, but I have a pony*.
3. The green traffic light tells the cars to go*
II*. Partial clue
1*. You stand there and I will stand here *.
2* Little Jack Horner said, ’’What a good boy am I* rt
3 •• The little lamb wanted to go everywhere that Mary
went*.
III*. Obvious clue
4*. I have two apples* You may have one *.
5*. we have two eyes, two ears, two hands, and two feet.
6. Alice, Mary, and Betty are three little girls*.
IV*. Obvious clue
4*.
,?hen the clock struck one , the mouse ran down.
5*. Jack and Jerry are twins*. They are two boys*.
6*. Three little kittens lost their mittens*.
V*. Partial clue
1. You stand there and I will stand here *.
2*. Little Jack Horner said, "What a good boy am I*.”
3*. The little lamb wanted to go everywhere that ITary
went*.
22
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VI.. Obvious clue
7* "Jack and Jill went ug the hill."
8.. "Jack fell down and broke his crown."
9.- Before you cross the street, look both ways.
VII.. Partial clue
4. *hen the clock struck one , the mouse ran down..
5.
- Jack and Jerry are twins. They are two boys..
6.. Three little kittens lost their mittens..
VIII.. No clue
1*. Now the circus parade is here
-
2.. Jane saidr "jC like to play."
3.. ^There did Father go?
Partial clue
7. The kite is high up in the sky.
8.. The airplane goes up in the air and then comes
down ..
9*. "I lost my cap," said Jerry..
"Look for it," said Mother..
IX.. Partial clue
7.- The kite is high u£ in the 3ky.
8..
The airplane goes up in the air and then comes
down ..
9*. "I lost my cap," said Jerry.
"Look for it,
"
said Mother..
£3
• 4
.
4
»
Group II No clue
4*. May I have one? *
5.. One, two buckle my shoe..
6.. Old King Cole called for his fiddlers three..
X.. No clue
7.- The nest is high u£ in the tree..
8.. Judy fell down ..
9. ^ook at my new dress..
Phrases
t
I like to ride on the see-saw. I like to go up .
I like to go down .
Baby can count one, two. three..
"Watch me run," said Jack..
" Here I go .. »»
..
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SECOND DAY
I.. Obvious clue
1.. The airolane flies like a bird..
2.. Alice threw the ball to Rover.
3. "Jack fell down and broke his crown."
II.
.
Partial clue
1. Alice has a doll like mine.
2: Ted likes to help Father..
3.. "The queen was in the pantry
Eating bread and honey."
III.. Obvious clue
A. "He put in his thumb and pulled out a plum.
And said . What a good boy am I."
5.. "Sing a song of sixpence
A pocket full of rye."
6.. Would you like to go for a boat ride ?
IV.. Partial clue
4.
"Somebody has been tasting my porridge and has
eaten it all up," said Little Wee Bear..
5.. I had a little pony..
6.. I like to ride in trains..
V.. Partial clue
1. Alice has a doll like mine.
2. Ted likes to help Father.
3.. "The queen was in the pantry
Eating bread and honey."
25
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VI*. Obvious clue
7*- “Little Boy Blue come blow your horn*”
8. See all the toys* Which one do you want ?
9. “Old Kother Hubbard went to the cupboard..*'
VII*. Partial clue
4*. “Somebody has been eating my porridge and has
eaten it all up r “ said the Little Wee Bear..
5.. I had a little pony..
6.. I like to ride in trains..
VIII.. No clue
1. I like ice cream*
2. Do you like to, sing?
3. Tom has a bicycle, a wagon, and a scooter..
Partial clue
7*. Bobbie called to Rover, but Rover did not come ..
8*. Mother, I want some cookies.."
9.- I live with mo ther and father..
IX„ Partial clue
7# Bobbie called to Rover, but Rover did hot come *.
8.. Mother, I want some cookies.”
9.- I live with mother and father*.
No clue
4.. Here is a big dog..
5* Mother will ride on the bus..
6.. “I want a ride*'* said Fred*.
26
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X.. No clue
7*. Mother said. "Come with me..M
8.. I want to go to the circus*.
9*. I like to help mother .
Phrases *•
Bobbie had a new wagon.. He called to Betty, "Come
and ride ."
Bobbie said, " I like to ride in my wagon.
"
"Here are some cookies," said Mother. .
Betty said,"l want a ride.. "
..
.
«
THIRD DAY
I. Obvious clue
1.. Jack be nimble; Jack be quick
Jack jump oyer the candlestick*.
2. Jane put the dishes on the table*
3* There was an old woman who lived in a shoe,
3he had so many children, she didn*t know what to do.
II*. Partial clue
1. Boys and girls like to lump rope.
2.. The little turtle climbed on the rocks.
3*. Santa had a new red sled. "That is Just what I
want, H said Tom..
Ill* Obvious clue
4*. He out in hi. s thumb and pulled out a plum
And said, "What a Rood boy am I.."
5*. Peter, Peter Pumpkin-eater
Had a wife and couldn*t keep her.
6* It runs on a track. It has an engine and many cars..
It puffs and puffs.. It is a train .
IV., Partial clue
4 .. Tom had a ride with Father. He had a rood ride*
5* 'that did the clown have in his hand? He had a
big balloon..
6* It runs on a track. It carries people and mail.
It is a train..

V*. Partial clue
1. Boys and girls like to .lump rone.
2. The little turtle climbed on the rocks..
3. Santa had a new red sled. "That is Just what I want, 1
said Tom.
VI.. Obvious clue
7. Patty had a piggy bank. She will put her pennies .in
the bank..
8. Once upon a time there were three bears who lived
together in a house in the woods.. One of them was a
little wee bear, one was a middle-sized bear and the
other one was a great big bear.
9* Many people can ride on It.. It goes on the water. It
is a boat ..
VII.. Partial clue
4.. Tom had a ride with Father.. He had a good ride.
5*. What did the clown have In his hand? He had a big
balloon.-
6*. It runs on a track.. It carries people and mail. It is
a train ..
VIII.. No clue
1.. Let's see who can Jump the highest.
2. Judy put the book on the table..
3*. What are you doing?
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Partial clue
7*- "I have a little shadow that goes in and out with
3*. Bobbie is little.. Father is bl^ .-
9#- The sail boat will not move at all without the
wind to push it..
IX. Partial clue
7*- “I have a little shadow that goes in and out with
X..
ti
me..
3.. Bobbie is little.. Father is big.
The sail boat will not move at all without the
wind to push it..
Mo clue
4. Tom Is a &ood boy..
5. I had a good time.
5. Have you ever had a train ride?
No clue
7 3he put the wood in the stove,.
8.. Let's make a MS snow man..
9#. Let
'
s go for a boat ride..
Phrases:
Ted likes to help the man on the morry-go-round.. Ted
calis, * !Juno on-"
Judy said, "What a rood ride."
I had a ride on the train. You had a ride on the big
boat .. Ted likes to .lump in the water.
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FOURTH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
*
1*. Once upon a time there was a pretty little girl.
Her grandmother made her a pretty little red cap
and hood. She was called Little Red Riding Hood,.
2. It is shiny and has wings. It carries people. It can
fly. It is an alrolane ,.
3. ^9 go "to bed at night and get up in the morning,.
II, Partial clue
1. Father is big, but I am little .
2, It goes up, up, up,. It is an alrolane ,.
3, The sun rises in the morning,
III, Obvious clue
4,. "Mistress Mary, quite contrary.
How does your garden grow?
With silver bells and cockle shells
And pretty maids all in a row,.M
5«- This is the mother, and this is the father ,.
6, Hickory, dickory dock
The mouse ran up the clock,.
IV, Partial clue
4. Ted lives with father and mother.
5,. Judy went with mother. Ted went with father ,.
6, Dick was late so he ran the rest of the way to schoo
..
1
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V. Partial clue
1. Father is big, but I am little ..
2.. It goes up, up, up.. It is an airplane .
3. The sun rises in the morning .
VI*. Obvious clue
7*. “He snapped at a mosquito
He snapped at a flea
He snapped at a minnow
And he snapped at me. H
8.. “Bobby 3hafto's gone to sea.
With silver buckles on his knee;
When he comes back he'll marry me,"
9*. ’What did John do? This is what John did?
VII.. Partial clue
4.. Ted lives with father and mother..
5.. Judy went with mother. Ted went with father *.
6*. Dick was late so he ran the rest of the way to
school..
VIII. No clue
1. Betty had a little doll..
2.. I should like to fly in an airplane *
3«. Grood morning, children.
Partial clue
7. Father walked with Jim. Mother walked with me ..
8.. Jim caught Ted, Bobbie, and Judy, but he couldn’t
catch me..
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9» Where did you go?
IX.. Partial clu©
7*- Father walked with Jim. Mother walked with me ..
8.. Jim caught Ted, Bobbie, and Judy, but ho
couldn’t catch me..
9. ’’There did you go?
No clue
4. Mother went to the store with Mary..
5. This is the father.
6*. The dog ran after the cat..
X. No clue
7*. Cone with me .
8., Father went to the store. Ho got some ice cream.
9. Aid you see Santa Claus?
Phrasest
Ted went for a walk with father .
Bounce likes to play with Ted.. He ran and ran..
Mother went to the store with me ..
Jim has a little airplane.
One morning. I went for a ride..
Ke did not see the circus parade..
-
FIFTH DAY
I*. Obvioua clue
1*. In the fall the leaves turn brown *.
2*. A baby dog i3 called a puppy .
3*- Mother went to the store*. I do not know what she
had, but she has something *
II. Partial clue
1* Some eyes are blue and some are brown .
.
2*. ’’Bow-wow,” said the little puppy*
3*. Father has somethin^ . I do not know what it is*.
III*. Obvious clue
4*. There was an old woman who lived in a shoe*. She
had so many children, she didn't know what to do
5*- This is not your ball. It is ball*.
6*. At recess, we go out to Play *.
IV*. Partial clue
4*. "The Queen of Hearts, she made some tarts*.*1
5*. This little kitty has soft, white fur*. ?hi3 is
my kitty*.
6*. Do not play in the street*.
V*. Partial cluo
1*. Borne eye3 are blue and sone are brown *.
2*. "Bow-wow,.” said the little puppy *.
3*- Father has something . I do not know what it is*.
-*
t
.
VI*. Obvious clue
7*- Which ball do you like? I like this one*.
8*. Jim and Judy went to see Santa. Santa said, "Well*
children* what would you like for Christmas?”
9. Judy liked the little kitten very much.. Father said
"Judy, you may have this kitten. M
VII* Partial clue
4. "The ^uoen of Hearts, ahe made some tarts..”
5. This little kitty has soft, white fur. This is my
kitty.
6.. Do not play in the street,.
VIII.. No clue
1.. Jane has a pair of new brown shoes*
2. This little quo ry likes to play..
3.. I have something for you..
IX. Partial clue
7.
- That ball is mine. Thi
s
one is yours.
8. "Whare are you ^oing. Jack?” said Mother.
9.. I shall call tomorrow, if I may *.
IX* Partial clue
7. That ball is mine, "'’his one is yours.
8* "Where are you go ng. Jack?” said Mother*.
9. I shall call tomorrow, if I may *.
No clue
4.. What did Mother say? She said, ’Come home. ”
5.- This is doll. 6. Let us play a game*.
35
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X. No clue
7*- This is the father.
8. I want to go with you ,.
9*. May I go skating Mother?
Phrases:
Mother said she had something brown# .
Billy said. f>You may olay with nv ~»uony. f *
"This brown onooy is the surprise,. 11 said Judy.
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3IXTH DAY
I,. Obvious clue
1*. Oivo me ail the candy that you have ,
2,.
"What did you see in the circus parade?"
"I saw the funny clowns," said Judy,
3*. "Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker’s man,
So I will, master, as fast as I can ,
"
II, Partial clue
1, Tom asked, "What have you done?"
2.. It cuts wood. It is a saw ,.
3.. Catch the ball if you can ,
III,. Obvious clue
4, Jane had a puppy, She called him Bounce,
Bounce was the puppy’s name ,.
5, 'There :1s Betty?
6, "I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter*"
IV, . Partial clue
4* What is your name ?
5. Jane could not find Jack," I wonder where he is?"
she said,
6* "And what cah be the use of him is more than I
can see*"
V, Partial clue
1, Tom asked, "What have you done?"
2.. It cuts wood. It is a saw*
3, Catch the ball if you can*
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VI •- Obvious clue
7.. You like to run, but I like to walk-
3. Teddy went to the pet store- He looked at
the little puppy.
9. A baby cat is called a kitten ..
VII. Partial clue
4. What is your name ?
5.. Jane could not find Jack. "I wonder where
he is?” she said.
6.. "And what can be the use of him is more than
I can see ."
VIII.. No clue
1. I have a little black kitten.
2- I saw the circus clowns yesterday.
3. Did you bring in a can for the salvage box?
Partial clue
7 - Would you like to go Tor a walk with me?
8. The little puppy snapped at me-
9.. "Mew, mew, M said the kitten ..
IX. Partial clue
7- Would you like to go for a walk with me?
8.. The little puppy snapped at me*
9..
rtMew, mew, " said the kitten.
No clue
4.. I will name my new doll Carol-
5*. It Is raining.
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6. I have two eyes to see with.
X.. No clue
7* I ftlfe to school..
8.. Mother was at the window.
9.- The little girl wanted a kitten for a pet.
Phrases*
I can see the boat..
I have looked at the kitten.
His name Is '’Thltey.
I can walk to the circus..
I saw the parade..
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SEVSNTH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
1* “Little Bo-Peep, has lost her sheep.
And can't tell where to find them;
Leave them alone and they'll come home
’flagging their tails behind them."
2*. This is the story about the three bears*.
3* Mother bought some bread at the store *.
II*. Partial clue
1. Father goes to work in the morning. He comes
home at night.
2. This is the house that Jack built.
3* We buy things at the store .
III. Obvious clue
4. That did you get at the toy store? I got a
little blue boat*.
5* Jack and Jill went up the hill*.
6. The colors in our flag are white, blue, and red *
IV*. Partial clue
4. I went to the toy store.. This is what I got*.
5* “Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard*.
6*. “Clang, clang, “ went the big red fire truck.
V*. Partial clue
1. Father goes to work In the morning*. He comes
home at night*.
2*. This is the house that Jack built.
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3..
We buy things at the stdre..
VI*. Obvious clue
7
..
"Little Boy Blue , come blow your horn."
VII*. Partial clue
4. I went to the toy store. This is what I p;ot
5# "Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard.."
6. "Clang, clang, " went the big red fire truck
VIII.. No clue
1*. Mother called, "Come home . Judy."
2*. He held him by the hand.
3. What did you get at the store ?
Partial clue
7..
"How do you like to go up in a swing.
Up in the air so blue."
IX. No clue
4. I Rot some candy.
5*. Mother went for a walk.
6. Santa wears a red suit..
X. No clue
7. Betty has a new blue dress.
Phrasest
I ftot a red and blue airplane at the store ..
Betty went home.
#
EIGHTH DAY
I* Obvious clue
1. Tom has a new coat and cap-
2*. "There was an old woman who lived in a shoe.
3he had so many children she didn't know what to do.
"
3. In the summer, the grass is r.reon ..
II*. Partial clue
1* Tom wears a cap on his head..
2- What do you like to do best of all?
3.. The cars go when the traffic light is green *.
III*. Obvious clue
4*. "Twas the night before Christmas
When all thro\agh the house
Mot a creature was stirring
Not even a mouse.,"
5.. I will throw the ball.. Catch it if you can*.
6* Faher is a nan*
IV. Partial clue
4- Jack built this house..
5..
I have a ball. It is green.
6* I would like to see the organ man*
V. Partial clue
1. Tom wears a cao on his head*.
2*. What do you like to do best of all?
3*. The cars go when the traffic light is green*
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VI* Obvious clue
7*. "All the king's horses and all the king's men
Gould not put Humpty Dumpty together again."
8* It Is made of glass. We can see through it.. It
»
is a window ..
9* Is it snowing? Yes , it is snowing!
VII* Partial clue
4.. Jack built this house ..
5.. I have a ball.. It is green.
6.. I would like to see the organ man.
VIII* No clue
1.. Bobbie wears a blue cap ..
2. What are you going to do ?
3.. Some trees stay r.reen all the year*
Partial clue
7. Does Jean go to school? No, Jean does not
go to school.
8* Jack Frost painted pictures on the window
pane..
9.. "3aa,. baa, black sheep
Have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir
Three bags full.."
IX* Partial clue
7 - Does Jean go to school? No,. Jean does not
go to school..
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3 Jack Frost painted pictures on the window pane.
9*. "Baa, baa, black sheep
Have you any wool
Yes sir, yes sir
Three bags full..*1
No clue
4*. This house is made of wood,
5- fthat is it?
6*. "tfood morning, " said the nan,.
X,. No clue
7*. I did not get lo3t,
8.. A window lets in the light,
9.. "Would you like to go for a ride?" said Father*.
"Yea , " said Bobbie,.
Phrases t
The man opened the window-
"Yes, he lives In a pretty green house, "
Mother said* "Do not do it *. 11
Billy wore a green cap *.
I‘
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NINTH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
1, Santa Glaus has a sleigh full of toys #
2.. It is round and soft. It bounces low.. It bounces
tall. It is gaily colored. It is a ball ..
3* “That lost your mittens
You naughty little kittens
Then you shall have no pie.*'
II. Partial clue
1.. Ted had a boat, a train, and an airplane.. He had
many toys.
2. Let us have a game of base ball ..
3« I will play the gane. Then I will gc home..
III.. Obvious clue
4*. The airplane can fly high into the air*
5.. This is an old shoe, that one is a new shoe..
6. Mother said, "It is very cold.. Ted, wear your
heavy coat..
IV. . Partial clue
4*. In winter most birds fly to the south..
5.- Jane is going, to a party*. Mother will get her a
new dres3..
6*. We wear a coat over other clothes..
V.. Partial clue..
1*. Ted had a boat, a train, and an airplane.
He had many toys ..
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2* Let us have a game of base ball -
3* I will play the game* Then I will go home.
VI* Obvious clue
7* Father told a funny story. Hear Bobbie laugh at it
8. Judy is polite.. She said, Mother, may I have
some candy, ol ease?"
9.
- Be quiet so baby can sleep*
VII* Partial clue
4. In winter most birds fly to the south*
5 . Jane is going to a party. Mother will get her
a new dress.
6* We wear a coat over other clothes*
VIII* No clue
1. "Put your toys back in the box, Ted,'* said Mother.
2* Children like to play with a ball *
3* It was cloudy. Then it began to rain*
Partial clue
7* If you tickle Judy, she will laugh*
8* Judy says this word is a magic word*. It helps
her every time she uses it* The word is please .
9. Jill's puppy runs away,, so Father ties him to
the tree*
IX* Partial clue
7« If you tickle Judy, she will laugh.
8* Judy says this word Is a magic word* It helps her
every time she uses it.. The word Is please..
4£
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9. Jill' 3 puppy runs away, go Father tie3 him to
the tree..
No clue
4. The birds will fly away*
5. Is that a new sled?
6*. Mother, please button my new red coat ?**
X*. No clue
7* How Jane did laugh when she saw the clowns*.
8*. Jack tries to please his mother*
%
9*. 3he was so tired she could not eat her dinner.
Phrases
:
Judy has a new coat
.
Soon it will be cold, "’hen the birds will fly away.
Jack had a ball , and other toys.
People laurh at funny stories..
Jan9 wanted mother to help her, so she said,
"Please."
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TKNTH DAY
I, Obvious clue
1. The wolf was to meet Little Pig at one o’clock,
but Little Pig got up one hour earlier*.
2* "Little Bo-Peep hag lost, her sheep.
And can’t tell whore to find them,”
3*. Bobble likes to play in the sand-box,
II*. Partial clue
1.. ’‘We have a secret, Just we three,
The robin and I, and the sweet cherry tree;
The robin told the t^ee, and the tree told me.
And nobody knows it but Just we three*.”
2, The birds have a hard time to ^ind food in the
winter*.
3* I will put my blocks back in the box *
III, . Obvious clue
4.. Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard
To get her poor dor, a bone,
5*. There was an old woman who lived In a shoe,.
6, The rabbit makes his home in a hole in the ground,
IV, . Partial clue
4, A puooy is a little dog,
5* Jane and Judy are here, Jill was here but she had
to go home early*.
6*. Tom’s coat got caught on the fence*. Now there is
a hole in the coat.
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V*. Partial clue
1. M '7e have a secret, Just we three.
The robin and I, and the sweet cherry tree;
The robin told the tree, and the tree told me.
And nobody knows It, but Just we three."
2.. The birds have a hard time to find food in the
winter*.
3. I will put my blocks back in the box.
VI.. Obvious clue
7 •• Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fret a pail of water.
9.. Mr. McGregor sald, rtGet out of ray garden..*
9.
MLittle Miss Muffett
Sat on a tuffett
Sating her curds and whey
Along came a spider H
VII*. Partial clue
A. A pupoy is a little dog .
5. Jane and Judy are here. Jill was hare but she had
to go home early.
6. Tom*s coat got caught on the fence. Now there is
a hole in the coat..
VIII.. No clue
1. The cat, the dog, the duck, and the pig wanted
to eat the bread, but the}*- did not want to help
the Little Red Hen..
49
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2*. I lost a penny and cannot find it*.
3*. John brought a turtle to school* Me had it in
a box *.
Partial clue
7* Mother went to the store, 'hat did she ;-:et?
3*. The little puppy fell into a hole. He could
not get out *.
9* My dog, Rover,, was away for two days. He came
back today*.
IX*. Partial clue
7*- Mother went to the store*. vVhat did she get?
8*. The little puppy fell into a bole. He could
not get out *
9*. My dog. Rover, was away for two days. He came
back today*.
No clue
4* Billy threw the stick. His dog ran after it*.
5*. It was raining when I came home*
6*. See the hole in the wall*.
X*. No clue
7* Jane will r,et the cookies*.
8. Jack called, "Come out and play*.M
9*- Who came to your party?
Phrases:
The dop; was in a hole . He could not get out *
Judy came, but she could not find the box *.
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ELEVENTH DAY
I. Obvious clue
1 # . Till you go with me? Yes, I Till go with you,
2,.
He took a piece of cahdy.
3,
I laugh when I am haooy .
II,. Partial clue
1, The sun Till get In the we3t.
2.. What is this doll made of?
3. Bobbie says that Christmas is a happy time,
III, . Obvious clue
4. Mother said, ‘‘Judy, take your umbrella. It may rain . “
5.. I like to help Mother. I wash the dishes for her.
6.. The rabbit run into his hole.
IV, . Partial clue
4.. Pitter, patter goes the rain against the window pane
5. Mother said, “Got ready for bed. 1 *
6. The Pied Piper took the children into the side of
the hill,.
V,. Partial clue
1. The sun will set In the west.
2.. What Is this doll made of?
3* ~’obbie says that Christmas is a haopv time.
VI. Obvious clue
7. Little Jack Horner said, “What a good boy am I.“
8. Ted lived in the country. Ted lives In the city .
9. There was an old woman who- lived in a 3hoe..
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VII.. Partial clue
4. Pitter, patter goes the rain against the
window pane.
5*- Mother said, “Get ready for bed."
6.. The Pied Piper took the children into the side
of the hill.
VIII*. No clue
1*. He will see you after school.
2. The king’s throne was made of gold.
5.. '.Then you are good, Mother is hapoy .
Partial clue
7*. Where are you going? I am going away.
3.. The country mouse went to visit the city mouse.
9*. There was a knock at the door.. I wonder who
is there.
IX*. Partial clue
7. Where are you going? I am going away.
3. The country mouse went to visit the city mouse.
9*. There was a knock at the door.. I wonder who is
there..
No clue
4.. Rain is water that falls in drops.
5. What is this for?
6.. He drove the car into the garage.
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X* No cluo
7 - I aa a good boy*
3* -V q live in the city ,.
9*. Who is ringing the bell?
Phrases t
It i3 cloudy*. 3oon it will rain*
I ain haoo.v *
flip went into the city ?
I would like a piece oj? candy for Jack.
V.
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TWSLFTH DAY
I* Obvious clu8
1*. The children waited ftntil the policeman made
the cars stop before they crossed the street*.
2*. Jill wants this dpll r but I want that one,
3*. I could not reach the cookie jar, but Mother
could
.
II*. Partial clue
1*. The red traffic light tells the cars to stop *.
2*. This is the house that Jack built*.
3*. I told them that I could 3ing*
III*. Obvious clue
4*. The Little Wee Bear said, Someone has been
tasting ray porridge and ate it all up. M
5«. I did toot hear what you said*. Please say it
again*.
6*. Father came hom9 with a big box*. He did not tell
Bobbie what was in it.. It was going, to be a
surprise ..
IV*. Partial clue
4*. Bobbie likes milk*. He drinks all his milk*.
5. Did you ask Wother for some candy?, hhat did
she say ?
6*. Tomorrow is Bobbie's birthday. We are having a
*
surprise for him*.
$4
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W Partial clue
1. The red traffic light tells the ears to stop .
2.. This is the house that Jack built.
3*- I told him that I could sing.
VI*. Obvious clue
7. "Georgia Porgie, pudding and pie
Kissed the girls and made them cry;
When the girls came out to play
Georgia Porgie ran away ..H
3.. Was there a teleohone call for me?
9. Betty was here, but she is not here now ..
VII.. fartlal clue
4. Bobbie likes milk. He drinkB all his milk.
5.. Did you ask Nother for some candy? What did
she 3ay?
6. Tomorrow is Bobble's birthday, we are having a
surprise for him..
VIII.. No clue
1.. Father will stop the car.
2.. That book is mine.
3.. Father could get the apples..
Partial clue
7. The cat ran away from the dog.
8.. What do you call your dog?
9* I must help Mother now.
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IX*. Partial clu©
7*. The cat ran awa T^ from the dog.
3*. Jack did not hear his mother call.
9*. Jane said, “I must go home now ..**
Phrases:-
MPeep»peep, *’ was all that the chick could
A man stooped. r*Here is the surprise now ,
said Father.
The mp.n will call ^tool "tooi 9o not run
away ,.**
.
THISTSENTH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
1.. Three little kittens lost their mittens.
And they began to cry..
2.. Old Mother Hubbard went to the cuoboard
To get her poor dog a bone.
3*. A pony is an animal .
II.. Partial clue
1.. The men worked hard.. They were very tired.
2* What did Mary lose? She lost her mitten..
3.. A robin is a bird; a dog is an animal ..
III. . Obvious clue
4.. It is an animal.. It has horns.. It gives us milk..
It likes to eat and eat* The troll did not eat
the little one* It is a goat..
5* What do you do when you are hungry? I want
something to eat ..
6* Little Wee Bear said,/'Someone has been tasting
my porridge and ate it all up*"
IV. . Partial clue
4* "Please don't eat me," said Little Billy O-oat *
5* I will eat my dinner at noon*.
6.. What did you eat? I ate an apple..
V* Partial clue
1.. The men worked hard.. They were very tired..
2.. What did Mary lose? She lost her mitten.
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3*. A robin is a bird; a dog is an animal -
VI- Obvious clue
7*. It looks like a real baby*. It closes its
eyes* and goes to sleep- It says Ma-ma-
It is a doll *.
8*. These are my new shoes; those are my old
shoes-
9- The barn is in the barnyard-
VII- Partial clue
4- "Please don't eat me," said the Little
Billy Goat *.
5-
1 will eat my dinner at noon.
6- What did you eat? I ate an apple-
VIII- No clue
1- The children are in school now- They will go
i
home at three o'clock-
2- Mary could not find her lunch box-
3*. What animal did you like at the zoo?
Partial clue
7* Judy is out wheeling her doll carriage-
8- Ted will be six years old tomorrow-
9- Billy fed all the animals In the barnsard-
IX- Partial clue
7- Judy is out wheeling her doll carriage-
8- Ted will be six years old tomorrow-
9- Billy fed all the animals in the barnyard-
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Ha clue
4.. Little Goat lived in the barnyard.
5.- THrat do you want to eat ?
6*. John ate some bread and Jam..
Km. No clue
7.. The doll fell out of her arms and was broken..
8*. Jill* a grandfather is an old man..
9- The animals lived in the barnyard ..
Phrases:
The old goat in the barnyard ate and ate »
She named her doll Carols
The children arrived at the zoo when it was
almost ready to close. They saw only one animal
eat..
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FOURTEENTH DAT
I, Obvious clue
1.. The bus stopped#. Something was wrong. The man
could not start it#.
2#. '‘Gome with me," said Father#.
"Where are we going?" asked Tin;*.
3* It is an animal#. It aaya"Quack-quack." It is a
duck #.
II# Partial clue
1#. -hen are we go i rig to start for home?.
2#. The children are running*.
3* It lives near the water. It . awlm* It can fly*
It is a duck*
III* Obvious clue
4#. Our baby is learning to say some words. He is
learning to talk#.
5* "Star light, star bright
First star I see tonight
I wish I may* I wish I might
Have the wish I wish tonight*’'
6* It is an animal with feathers.. It can fly high*
It can say "Tv/eet-tweot ." It livos in a nest* It
is a bird*
IV* Partial clue
4* Ann likes to sing and John likes to talk *
5* The fairy told the princess to make a wish*
*£
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6* Jim put the little house in the tree* Then he
watched to see if a little bird would come,.
V* Partial clue
2
-
When are we going to start for home?
2* The children are running*
3* It lives near the water* It can swim* It can fly.
It is a duck ,.
VI* Obvious clue
7*. When did you come home? I lust came*
8* He had long ears and a short tail,. He hops
fast,. He lives in a hole in the ground* He is
a rabbit *
9* The old woman lived in a khoe* I live in a
house*
VII* Partial clue
4* Ann likes to sing and John likes to talk *
5* The fairy told the princess to make a wish*
6* Jim put the little house in the tree* Then he
watched to see if a little bird would come,.
VIII* No clue
1* I saw the dog run away and I saw Billy start
after him*
2* What are you doing?
3#. Jimmie likes the little duck best of all the
pets*
Partial clue
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7 - *'I would like to hear this story again*. Please
read it lust once more*“
8*. My pet likes lettuce and carrots*. My pet is a
rabbit*.
9#- Where do you live?
IX*. Partial clue
7 - H I would like to hear this story once more*.
Please read it lust once more*.
8* My pet likes lettuce and carrots*. My pet is a
rabbit *.
9*. Where do you live?
No clue
4*. Hr*. Brown will talk to us now*.
5*. I wish you a Marry Christmas*.
6* A bird can fly &igh*.
X*. No clue
7*. Father lust finished his dinner*.
8*. My best pet is a rabbit *.
9- Bobbie and Billy live in that little stone house*
Phrases!
Jaok has many pets*. His pets are a rabbit, a
duck and a bird *.
I will start to talk about my new sled*
“Make a wish .. 11 said the fairy godmother*
I live at the beach .lust for the summer*
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FIFTIETH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
1* There were three little blue eggs in the
bird’s nest ,.
2.. It is very dark at night; it is light in the
day...
3* Little rabbit went away.. Hop , hop he went*
II* Partial clue
1. The bird made a nice nest*
2* Sunday is the name of the first day of the week.
3* Let's have a game of hop tag*
III* Obvious clue
4* The children planted carrots and beans in their
garden*
5* Betty went to see Judy, but she did not stay
for long*
6* Goal is black.. Snow is white *
IV* Partial clue
4* Peter Rabbit went into Mr. McGregor's garden*
5* Mother is not here.. I do not like to be here
alone. Please stay with me until she comes
home..
> 6* Th9 colors in our flag are red, blue, and white *
V* Partial clue
1* The bird made a nice nest *
2* Sunday is the name of the first day of the week*
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3* Let's have a game of hop tag*.
VI*. Obvious clue
7* Flopsy, Mopsy, and Cotton-tail, who were good
little rabbits, went down the lane to gather
blackberries; but Peter, who was very naughty
*
ran straight away to Mr. McGregor's garden and
squeezed under the ^ate *.
8*. "There was a little girl who had a little curl
Right in the middle of her forehead*.
When she was good, she was very , very good.
But when she was bad she was horrid*
"
9*. The Gingerbread Boy said/’Run, run as fast as
you can*
"
VI I*. Partial clue
4* Peter Rabbit went into Mr* McGregor's garden *.
5*- Mother is not here. I do not like to be here
alone* Please stay with me until she comes home*.
6*. The colors in our flag are red, blue, and white *.
VIII.. No clue
1*. There was a nest in the tree*
2*. Grandmother said she would come and stay for the
day*
3*. Jack likes to hop *.
Partial clue
7* Peter Rabbit slipped under the rate and was safe
at last in the woods*.
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8*. In summer It is very warm*
9*. My cat does not like dogs.. He will run away when
he sees a dog*
IX* Partial clue
7*. Peter Rabbit sliooed under the gate and was safe
at last In the woods..
8* In summer it is very warm..
t
9.. My cat does not like dogs. He will run away when
he sees a dog*
No clue
4. Tim will help father in the garden.
5. Will you stay and play with me?
6*. Jane has a new white dress*
X* No clue
7- I got up very early one morning*
8* The little kitten was sitting on the gate sunning
herself.
9 * 3ome boys can run very fast.
Phrases:
The baby birds had to stay in the nest all day *
The rabbit slipped under the garden gate*
Joe can run and hon very fast..
Joe has a white rabbit.
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SIXTEEBTH DAY
I
I*. Obvious clue
1. Please show me how to do it?
2*. Little Jack Horner put his thumb into the pie.
3*- It is light in the day; it is dark at nlrht ..
11.. Partial clue
1» I have one book. How many have you?
2. This book is mine, but that one is his .,
3.
- Christmas Eve is the night before Christmas..
111.. Obvious clue
4. It is an animal. It is fat*. It has a curly tail..
He cried "Wee-wee*1 all the way home. He is a pIk ..
5*. That door is shut, but this one is ooen ..
6* We get eggs from her. She say3"Cluck-clucki* She
is a hen.
IV. . Partial clue
4.. "Tom, Tom, the piper's son
Stole a pi/? and away he ran."
5 » Sleep with your window ooen..
6*. This is the story of the Little Red Men .
V. Partial clue
1. I have one book. How many have you?
2.. This book is mine, but that one is his ..
3. Christmas Eve is the night before Christmas*.
VI.. Obvious clue
7 * Jack's wagon was pulled by a goat.
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8* It is an animal* It gives us milk*- It says
"Moo-moo" • It is a cow *
9. The three little kittens said, "Mother, dear, we
have lost our mittens*"
VII*. Partial clue
4* "Tom, Tom, the pi oar* s son
Stole a olpr and away he ran."
5. 81eep with your windows ooen *.
6*. This is the story of the Little Red Hen*
VIII*. No clue
1* How are you?
2*. He put on his cap and coat.
3. Father comes home at ni ,tht *
Partial clue
7. A bumble-bee Just flew by *.
8*. Hey diddle, diddle.
The cat and the fiddle.
The cow Jumped over the moon*
9* Billy and Jack said, "We saw the circus parade.,"
IX*. Partial clue
7. A bumble-bee Just flew by *.
8*. Hey diddle, diddle.
The cat and the fiddle
The cow jumped over the moon*
9* 3Illy andJack said, "We saw the circus parade."
No clue
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4.. The little pig had a ^ood breakfast.
5». Let us ooen the box and see what is in it..
6. The brown hen laid an egg for Billy*
X.. No clue
7* The dog was b£ the house.
5.. The cow gives us milk.
9* "'ill you go to the show eith us. Yes, w§ will
go*
Phrases l
The cow, the hen, and the pip; had a good breakfast.
It started to show in the afternoon, and by ni
the ground was covered.
Te showed him how to ooen his box.
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SSV3SHTK3H5H DAY
I.- Obvious clue
1*. Rain, rain, go away,
Corae a, ,.r'n some other day,.
2* Eilly, you stand here, and Jane, you stand
next to hiu*.
3#- I have two names, so my doll nu3t have two
names*
II*. Partial clue
1*. Bobbie likes the story of the three bears. He
asked Mother to read it over and over a<;ain *.
2*. Billy lives next door to Bobbie.
3» Boys and girls must go to school.
III.. Obvious clue
4..
'‘See*
1 is a word*
5* The clown made us laugh. He was funny .
6* I had two apples, but I Kaye one to Jill..
IV* Partial clue
4..
Baby cannot say a word*
5# We laughed at the funny story*
6* The children were hungry. Mother r<aye them
some bread and milk..
V* Partial clue
1. Bobbie likes the story of the three bears. He
asked ?£other to read it over and over again*.
2* Billy lives next door to Bobbie..
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3* Boys and Iris nust ra to school.
i
VI,- Obvious clue
7*- ^ora and Mred Rre twins* They have the sons day for
a birthday.
8*. Jill ms so Glad t,o son Tether* ~he gave her a big
hur, *
9* My father is Mr. Green*
VII*. Partial clue
4. Baby cannot say a word ,.
5*- le laughed at the funny story*
6* The children were hungry, Mother cave them some
bread and roilh.
VIII. . No clue
1* The Gi^l Jumped rope a^aln and again*.
2* ‘'-Till, you may road next . '* said Miss Hill*
3*- 1 tust go hone early*.
Partial clue
7 * Jane and I both go to the Tilton School, Me go
to the a Mne school,
8* Jill gave the baby a big hug*
9*. Peter Rabbit went into I£r*Ma&r»gor’ a garden*
IX. Partial clue
7. Jane and I both go to the Tilton School Te go
to the s 'jae school.
8* Jill gave the baby a big hu&*.
9* Peter Babbit went into Mr. MeOregor ' s garden*.
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No clue
4.. I do not know this word.,
5*. Father told a f^mny story..
5.. Mother gave me a cookie,.
X*. No clue
7» School begins at the same time each day..
8. Jeno gave her doll a hug..
9.. His name is Hr. Brown..
Phrases:
Mr . Brown came apalna the next day.
He said the funny word apaln .
Jane pave her doll a hup; Just the same .
Jane m st hup: her doll to make her say Ha-ina.,
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EIGHTEENTH DAY
I. Obvious clue
1* I wond»r if Jane is at home? I will knock on the
door and see..
2.. The cat was up in the tree. A dog had chased him ..
3*. There was an old woman who lived in a shoe.
' She had so many children she didn't know what to
do..
II.. Partial clue
1.. Close the door quietly..
2* What did you give Tom? I gave him some money..
3.. The library has many books.
III.. Obvious clue
4.. When you answer the telephone, you say " Hello .. 1*
5*- A ball is round ..
6* The kittens were afraid of the puppy..
IV.. Partial clue
4.. We say ‘'hello 11 when we meet someone..
5* The little monkey danced roimd and round..
6* The little pigs were afraid of the wolf*
V* Partial clue
1. Close the door quietly*
2.. What did you give Tom? I gave him some candy*
3* The library has many books..
VI* Obvious clue
7* I have two pieces of candy. I will fllve you one*.
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8, The animals in the barnyard ware hungry. Jack
and Judy went out and fed them.
9*. Mother did not have any candy, so she had to
say ’’no'* when Jack asked for some.
VII.. Partial clue
4*. *»e say "hello " when we meet someone*.
5« The little monkey danced round and round.,
6*. The little pigs were afraid of the wolf*
VIII.. No clue
1. Please open the door .
2.. Jack is still sleeping. I .will wake him .
3.- How many marbles have you?
Partial clue
What did Father reive you?
8.. The children fed peanuts to the pigeons*
9- The snowstorm was so bad that there was no
school for the day..
IX*. Partial clue
7*. vrhat did Father reive you?
8* The children fed peanuts to the pigeons.
9- The snowstorm was so bad that there was no
school for the day..
No clue
4- Jill said, MHello, " to Father*
5«. The kitten ran round and round.
6*. The Gingerbread Boy was not afraid of anything.
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X.. No clue
7.- Mother will Kive us some cokkies*
8.. Bobbie fed his little chick every day*
9*. I have no book to read..
Phrases*
"Hello, " said Father as he came in the door .
The kitten chased his tail many times, round and
round..
Jill has a pony. She fed him ..Father will rive her
assaddle so she can ride the pony. She is not
afraid of the pony.. Oh, no*
..
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NINETEENTH DAY
I*. Obvious clue
l. w01d Mother Hubbard
Went to the cupboard
To get her poor dog a bone
But when she got there
The cupboard was bare..*'
2- The red speed boat went so fast that it
left all the other boats behind-
3- What did Mother give you? 3he gave me some
apples..
II.. Partial clue
1.. The children hoped that Santa Glaus would
soon be there ..
3- Jane sits in the front seat and I sit behind
her-
3*. Would you like some candy?
III*. Obvious clue
4.. Stop,, look, and listen before youooross the
street -
5- These animals are my pets.. Have you a pet ?
6- Jill read well.. Judy reads better than Jill-
Jane reads the best of all-
IV- Partial clue
4. There are houses on both sides of the street -
5*- Billy wants a puppy for a pet-
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6*. Mother reads many stories to us, but I like the
story of Little Black Sambo beat of all the
stories*,
V*. Partial clue
1*. The children hoped that Santa Claus would soo$
be there *.
2*. Jane sits in the front seat and I sit behind her.
3.- Would you like some candy?
VI*. Obvious clue
7 - We should drink some milk every day*.
8*. This box is heavy*. Please help me to carry it.
9*. Judy, please help me set the table. You may put
the glasses on*.
VII*. Partial clue
A*. There are houses on both sides of the street *.
Billy wants a puppy for a pet *.
6*. Mother reads many stories to us, but I like the
story of Little Black Sambo best of all the
stories*.
VIII*. No clue
1*. Put the book there *.
2*. I will hide behind the door*.
3«. I am sure that there is some one at the door.
Partial clue
7*. We should play in the fresh air every day*.
8* I can not do this alone*. Please help me*.
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9*- **I cannot find my cap, Mother. Did you put
it away?*' asked Tim*.
IX* Partial clue
7.. We should play in the fresh air every day..
8* I cannot do this alone. Please help me..
9*. “I cannot find my cap. Mother.. Did you put it
away? H asked Tim.
No clue
4* Jill walked down the street ..
5. Jimmie has a pet rabbit..
6* Winter time is the best time for sliding*
X. No clue
7*. I read the newspaper every day*
8*. I help Mother with the dishes*
9* Where did you put the book?
Phrasest
Jimmie said that the duck was the best pet .
He likes to give some help every day.
Jack lives on the street that runs behind Jill’s
house. There is his house..
I will put my toys away..
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TWENTIETH DAY
I
I*. Obvious clue
1*. It has a long tail. It is small. Boys and girls
like to watch them at the zoo.. They like to
climb and swing.. The organ man had one. He
dancod round and round. He is a monkey .
2*. It gives us light and keeps us warm. It makes
the flowers grow*. It shines down feom the sky..
It is the sun.
II.. Partial clue
1.. The children fed peanuts to the monkey .,
2* We like to play in the warm sun shine*
III.. Obvious clue
3*. The children were happy and gayy
4* Judy will do a tap dance for us..
IV. Partial clue
3.. The children sang a r.ay little song..
4.. When the boys and girls heard the music they
began to dance ..
V. . Partial clue
1. The children fed peanuts to the monkey .
2.. We like to play in the warm sun shine.
VI.. Obvious clue
5. What did Jack hear the giant say? Jack heard
the giant say, MFi r fi, fo , fum..
M
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VII*. Partial clue
3m The children sang a Ray little song.
4*. V?hen the "boys and girls heard the music they
began to dance ..
VIII.. No clue
1. I saw a little brown monkey ..
2.
- The sun is up in the sky..
Partial clue
5..
M I must go home now,, 1* said Jill. "I heard
Mother call me."
IX. . Partial clue
5m- "I must go home now,” said Jill. "I heard
Mother call me."
No clue
3*. The boys and girls had a Kay time at the party.
X. . No clue
5.- I heard you call..
Phrases:
The monkey did a Kay dance in the sun.
I heard the organ man..
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF DATA
The contribution of this study is in the preparation
of material.. However, it seemed desirable to have an
experiment
-
TABLE I Matching of Experimental and Control Croups
Number of errors Number of errors
Pupil
Control
Pupil
Experimental
i.. 43 1- 42
2- 36 2- 36
3- 31 3. 33
4*. 26 4. 27
5. 25 5- 25
6*. 23 6. 25
7.- 23 7. 23
8 *. 19 8- 19
9*. 18 9. 18
10*. 15. 10- 17
11- 12 11- 16
12- 11 12. 13
13- 11 13- 11
14- • 8 14*. 9
15- ?5 8 15- 9
16- 7 16*. 7
17- 3 17. 7
18- 3 18*. 3
19- 2 19- 2
20- 2
Sum 326
20. 2
Sum 344
Mean errors 16-3 Mean errors 17-2
The preliminary individual oral reading test was given
to eighty- five children. From this group twenty children were
selected to be in the control group and twenty to be in the
experimental group*. The scores for each group were matched
Afl, evenly as possible*. The Initial mean errors for the
SO
r
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-
.
control £roup was 16*3 and for the experimental sroup 17*2*
1ABLS ,11 Busbar of >rrora on Individual 3iiiht Vocabulary
Test
Qroup No* Kean
Difference
in Kean
Standard
Deviation
Mean of
Standard
Difference in
Standard 3rror
iSrror
Sxp* 20 17*2 *9 11.A 2*55 3*60
Con. 20 16.3 11.8 2.64
Table TI shows the mean number of errors on the initial
individual oral reading test. The mean error for the experi-
mental group is 17 .-2 and the mean error for the control group
Is 16.3. The difference in the mean is .9 errors>•-
TABL3 III Improvement in SiKht Vocabulary Test 'Scores
Croup No Kean Difference Standard Kean of Difference in}
in Kean Deviation Standard Standard Jrror
3rror
Sxp* 20 10.5 4*5 5*7 1*27 1.73
Con* 20 6.0 4*3 ..96
Table III shows the reduction in the number of errors on
the final individual oral reading test. The mean error for the
experimental group was 10.5 and for the control group, the
mean error was 6.0*
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TABLE IV Complete Data for all Pupils
Number of errors Number of errors
Control
Test 1 Test 2 Imp..
Exp'
Test 1
jriraental
Test 2 ISE.
gup.1,1
1 .. 43 29 14 42 30 12
2.. 36 25 9" — 1
1
36 23 8
3.- 31 15 16 1 w 33 18 15
4.. 26 18 8 27 2 25 «
5- 25 20 5 r 25 0 25
6.. 23 17 6 £> 25 19 6
7. 23 14 9 9 23 19 4
8. 19 12 7 7 19 15 4
9- 18 7 11 // 18 5 13
10.. 15 13 2 £ 17 0 17
11.- 12 12 0 0 16 0 16
12.. 11 4 7 7 13 1 12
13. 11 5 6 . 11 2 9
14. 8 3 5 f 9 2 7
15. 8 4 4 V 9 1 8
16., 7 3 4 V 7 1 6
17. 3 5 2 UL 7 0 7
18.. 3 2 1 / 3 0 3
19. 2 0 2 2 0 2
20 2 0 2 2 0 2
Sum 32£ 120 TIT 344 211
Mean 16..3 <20$ 6.0 17.2 /*/3 10.5
The mean errors In Improvement for the control group
6,0 errors as compared to 10.5 errors In the experimental
group.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
Restatement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to evaluate exercises for
a systematic review on pre-primer and primer vocabulary
through words flashed in context.
Summary of Related Research
The studies reviewed showed that visual perception is
more raoid when association or familiarity or both play a
part.. The investigators were interested in whether or not
words were perceived letter by letter, as a whole, or as
groups of words..
Relation of this study to previous ones
This study was conducted as a systematic review of pre-
primer and primer vocabulary with a series of three context
clues for each word for raoid perception of words and
phrases.
The exercises were based on the pre-primer and primer
vocabulary of the Rowe Peterson Reading Foundation Series.
A preliminary individual oral reading test was given to
eighty- five children. Twenty children were selected for the
control group, and twenty for the experimental group.. The
children w re equated only for scores on the original test.
A final individual oral reading test was given to see if there
had been any improvement.
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Observations
1.
- The children were interested and enjoyed the vocabulary
drill carried on in this manner. They took part in it
every day and enjoyed success.
2. The exercises were given between nine and ten o’clock
in the morning.
3. ^ord3 used at the beginning of a sentence were not
successful. For example:
MJactej where are you?” said Mother
'’Here I an/' said Jack..
A suggestion that may improve the degree of the clue
would be to try out the sentences with children before
including the clue as successful. The clues could be
tried out on adults, also..
4. The use of the nursery rhymes was quite successful.
Surest ions for further research
1.. This experiment could be repeated with a larger pop-
ulation.
2.. It would be advisable to spread the experiment over a
longer time period; for example, alternation in teaching
every other day*.
3.. It would help to repeat this experiment with an entirely
new context clue for each word when reviewing a lesson..
Four clues for each word could be constructed. The
fourth clue would be used as a review exercise the
following day.,
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4*. Another suggestion would be to carry on a similar
exercise with one teacher conducting both groups at
different times. This would cut out one of the variable
sources*.
*
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